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This one of a kind, hand illustrated alphabet book combines letters with all of boys' favorite

things--airplanes, dump trucks, and more! Makes a special baby shower, birth, and birthday gift!

Perfect for boys ages 0-5.
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I have a three-year-old and he loves this book. I had been reading Dr. Seuss's ABC book to him for

a while, and he'd enjoyed the crazy drawings and fun rhymes that fill every Dr. Seuss book. But he'd

seemed to have gotten used to that one and while searching  as his third B-Day neared I came

across this one. He loves all kinds of tractors and trucks and planes and boats, etc., and this book is

full of them. At bedtime, he'll say "I want to read the tractor book," in reference to this one. The

artwork is great, very clear and colorful and he cannot get enough. In the couple of months since

ordering this book, he's learned several new letters that he'll point out on traffic signs, billboards,

and in other books. "Look Daddy, there's a W!" Many of the letters had become just a part of the

story in the Dr. Seuss book, but this seemed to really spark his learning of the alphabet. The book

itself is of good quality. Durable as is needed for a three-year-old. Good binding, and thick pages.

For parents of toddler boys I cannot recommend this book highly enough. So far one of the best

purchases I've made on .

Absolutely incredible book for young children! All of the pictures are hand drawn with great attention

to detail. It makes for an engaging experience for both children and adults who can appreciate the



the author's artistic talent. Highly recommend for any family or for a gift!

Purchased this book for my toddler-age grandson, and it has quickly become one of his favorites!

My daughter tells me it has even been a help during potty training as he loves to sit and "read" it

over and over! Ã°ÂŸÂ˜Â„

Such a fun book to have for a boy mom like myself. It gets my 3 year old engaged since he can

relate to the pictures. It's beautiful book and I highly recommend for my fellow mom of boys!

Loved the book! The pictures are amazing and my little one wouldn't set it down! Even my girls liked

it!

Fantastic idea. Perfect unique gift for baby and toddler boys!

Our grandson loves this book! Perfect gift for him. Adults who have read through the book have

wished that it had been available when their sons were young! I highly recommend this book!

A well-illustrated book that is perfect for the intended audience. It's also a fantastic introduction for

all of the new readers in your life- boy and girl alike.
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